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Abstract
Violations of temporal memory safety ("use after free", "UAF") continue to pose a significant threat to software security. The CHERI capability architecture has shown promise as a technology for C and C++ language reference integrity and spatial memory safety. Building atop CHERI, prior works – CHERIvoke and Cornucopia – have explored adding heap temporal safety. The most pressing limitation of Cornucopia was its impractical "stop-the-world" pause times.

We present Cornucopia Reloaded, a re-designed drop-in replacement implementation of CHERI temporal safety, using a novel architectural feature – a per-page capability load barrier, added in Arm’s Morello prototype CPU and CHERI-RISC-V – to nearly eliminate application pauses. We analyze the performance of Reloaded as well as Cornucopia and CHERIvoke on Morello, using the CHERI-compatible SPEC CPU2006 INT workloads to assess its impact on batch workloads and using pgbench and gRPC QPS as surrogate interactive workloads. Under Reloaded, applications no longer experience significant revocation-induced stop-the-world periods, without additional wall- or CPU-time cost over Cornucopia and with median 87% of Cornucopia’s DRAM traffic overheads across SPEC CPU2006 and < 50% for pgbench.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Software safety; • Security and privacy → Operating systems security; • Hardware → Emerging architectures.
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1 Introduction
Many programming languages offer an object-centric model of memory. New objects, initially unrelated to existing objects, are allocated on demand, used, and then released (implicitly and/or explicitly depending on the language). Lowering the language’s model to the underlying architecture, most often built around a coherent, integer-indexed array of memory words, is generally not fully-abstract; it becomes possible to @ confuse integers, object references, and memory indices that do not point to valid objects (such as those used internally by the memory allocator), risking reference integrity violations; @ access adjacent objects, reaching beyond the bounds of a referenced object, violating spatial safety; and/or @ access an object after its life ended ("use-after-free", "UAF") or after the underlying memory has been repurposed ("use-after-reallocation", "UAR"), violating temporal safety. These affordances beyond the programmer’s intent continue to pose a significant threat to software security [17, 35], and
a wide variety of languages, compilation approaches, and runtime strategies have emerged in response.

The CHERI [53] capability architecture, summarized in §2.1, has shown promise as a technology for C and C++ language reference integrity and spatial safety, with overheads acceptable for general-purpose computing [51]. Strategies for C/C++ heap temporal safety atop CHERI have emerged, most notably CHERIvoke [58] and its successor Cornucopia [23], suggesting viability of a sweeping revocation approach (§2.2).

Revocation, in this sense, ensures that use-after-free will never alias a different (later) allocation. It does so by delaying reuse of freed address space (said to be in quarantine; see §2.2.2) until all references to freed objects have been deleted from memory. Revocation is similar to garbage collection (GC), in that it makes address space available for subsequent reuse; unlike GC, revocation reclaims only explicitly released memory and does not discover unreferenced objects. That is, while garbage collection uses a graph walk to find and subsequently recycle address space to which no (mutator) references exist, revocation knows, ahead of time, how much address space will be reclaimed and does not need to chase pointers, but merely to test all references in the system. Still, revocation can, as shown by Cornucopia and now this work, use mechanisms inspired by performant collectors (§2.3).

While Cornucopia’s aggregate overheads may be tolerable for high-security workloads, its sizable application pause times (“stop-the-world” phases) still likely limit its use to non-interactive high-security workloads. Targeting this shortcoming, we exploited recent extensions to the CHERI architecture and built Cornucopia Reloaded, or just Reloaded, a drop-in replacement for Cornucopia’s in-kernel component. The key architectural feature is a per-page capability load barrier (§3.2), supporting a fast global enablement (§4.1). Reloaded uses this, in tandem with an improved form of Cornucopia’s capability dirty tracking (§4.2), to replace Cornucopia’s operational core. We analyze its performance as well as (re-Implementations of) Cornucopia and CHERIvoke on Morello [10], which has, along with CHERI-RISC-V and the Toooba prototype [44], been extended with this load barrier. We use the CHERI-compatible SPEC CPU2006 INT workloads to assess its impact on batch workloads (§5.1) and use pgbench as a representative interactive workload (§5.2).

Our evaluation (§5.4) found that Cornucopia Reloaded achieves its goals: Applications no longer experience significant revocation-induced global stalls; the system incurs no additional wall- or CPU-time cost, relative to Cornucopia; and this new approach uses less bus traffic for revocation. If the modest additional hardware support can be provided, Reloaded should be considered a strict improvement for UAR mitigation. We close with related (§6) and future (§7) work.

1 There is also a “hybrid” C/C++ dialect, wherein only explicitly annotated pointers lower to capabilities. The use of this mode is discouraged: juggling two different kinds of pointers, and understanding their interactions, appears rarely worth the effort. We deal exclusively with the “pure capability” dialect and need not distinguish language-level pointers and architectural capabilities. Capability revocation (§2.2) could be used with hybrid mode code, albeit with much weaker safety properties, as with spatial safety.

2Globals and stack allocations may also have bounds applied, especially when pointers to these become visible values in the source program and escape the compiler’s analysis. Ensuring safety of these references requires cooperation between the compiler, the linker, and the loader.

3Of course, if one piece of software holds capabilities to two adjacent regions, it may write to both, but within bounds of the cited capabilities.

2 Background

2.1 CHERI

CHERI [53] is a modern memory capability architecture. It replaces an instruction set’s use of integer addresses as pointers with capabilities, a distinguished architectural type; dereference operations now require an authorizing capability, and not merely an integer memory address. For our purposes, CHERI has three salient features: (1) capabilities carry bounds information, limiting the range of addresses to which they authorize access, (2) capabilities may be constructed only from a superset capability, and (3) software can perfectly distinguish valid capabilities from non-capability data.

Adopting CHERI has consequences above and below the ISA boundary. Below, machinery is required to associate “tags” with memory words, distinguishing well-formed capabilities from mere bit sequences [30]. Above, when compiling C/C++ to a CHERI architecture, all pointers lower to capabilities [55]. Operating system, library, and ABI changes must be made [22]. Of particular relevance to this work, a CHERI-enlightened heap memory allocator (malloc) will apply bounds to the pointer returned. Assuming correctness of the allocator, these bounds prevent returned pointers from being used to read or write objects elsewhere in memory.

2.1.1 Morello. Morello [10] is the umbrella term for an experimental CHERI-augmented ARM architecture and its implementation CHERI-Moore and board. (Specifically, it modifies the 64-bit ARMv8.2 architecture and the Neoverse N1 SoC and reference platform.) The Morello SoC has four cache-coherent cores, clocks at 2.5 GHz, supports 64 GiB of ECC DDR RAM, and has modern high-speed peripheral busses (PCI-e, CCIX, SATA, USB, etc.). That is, it is a modern desktop or server computer, while other CHERI implementations were and are in-FPGA prototypes, with all the attendant caveats. Our evaluation on Morello thus gives the most realistic assessment of upper bounds for costs of establishing heap temporal safety atop CHERI desktop- or server-class systems.

2.2 Global Subset Capability Revocation

Across a general computing system’s operation, it will repurpose address space and memory to represent a sequence of distinct logical objects. Temporal safety, in its most general
form, is assurance that this reuse is not (meaningfully) visible to the software that the system runs. Some systems ensure temporal safety using so-called linear or affine references, which cannot be copied; this ensures that no aliases exist when the reference is returned, and so the underlying resource is safe to reuse. Rust uses this technique to constrain its mutable references [45, §10.1.13].

Capability systems generally have considered such temporal safety to be a special case of the revocation problem, allowing software to retract delegations of access to resources. Traditionally, the desideratum has been hierarchical revocation, selectively pruning entire branches of the delegation tree; this necessitates explicitly tracking capability provenance (the list of ancestor capabilities from which a capability is derived). Temporal safety can be built atop hierarchical revocation by having the primordial resource allocator revoke its initial return: all aliases will, by assumption, be pruned by revocation, making reuse safe. However, for performance and compatibility with modern (micro)architectures, CHERI does not explicitly track provenance of its copyable, non-indirected capabilities, and so hierarchical revocation would require additional software artifice.

Fortunately, (heap) temporal safety does not require hierarchical revocation; it suffices for the heap allocator to be able to globally revoke all references derived from a particular allocation. Moreover, while CHERI does not track provenance, there is still an implicit relation: capabilities with smaller bounds must be descended from one with broader bounds. Since a heap allocator will (internally, inaccessible to clients) retain capabilities that span the entire heap, it can demonstrate its progenitor claim to the heap address space also used for a particular allocation as grounds for revocation of the latter. All that remains is to introduce a revocation mechanism receptive to such claims.

2.2.1 CHERIvoke and Cornucopia. CHERIvoke [58] is a limit study of sweeping revocation algorithms that globally revoke selected CHERI capabilities from a process’s address space. Cornucopia [23] is an implementation and extension of CHERIvoke; it encompasses an in-kernel revoker subsystem and enlightened user-space allocators, offering heap temporal memory safety within CheriBSD for CheriABI programs [22]. Beyond CHERIvoke, it introduces concurrent and parallel execution of application threads and the revoker.

2.2.2 Quarantine and Revocation Bitmaps. Both CHERIvoke and Cornucopia are based around batched revocation, as it is prohibitively expensive to sweep all of a process’s memory after every free. Between being passed to free() and being available for reuse, a region of address space is held in quarantine. Address space lingers in quarantine until the allocator can be certain that no external references thereto exist, that is, until after global revocation. Sizing of quarantine (and decisions of when revocation will occur) is a matter of user policy. The simplest policies are fixed absolute size or fraction of allocated heap memory, as used below.

A pointer to quarantined memory may be dereferenced for an indefinite amount of time, depending on when revocation runs, the pointer’s location in the machine, and the details of the revocation algorithm, but certainly not after a subsequent revocation has completed. That is, use-after-free is possible and will continue to access the old object, as if its lifetime extended until revocation; use-after-reallocation is ruled out.

In general, the goal of an attacker, given a use-after-free primitive, is to leverage the allocator against the application or its runtime. Staying strictly within the UAF regime, before reuse, the allocator has not yet aliased the free object, with either another application object or allocator internal state; in CHERIvoke designs, the allocator is permitted to unmap quarantined memory, but “poisoning” or zeroing of freed memory is deferred until reuse. We thus believe the presence of a UAF/UAR gap is a tolerable security/performance trade-off, but see §7.3 for one approach to closing the gap.

A revocation pass needs to know which capabilities to revoke. CHERIvoke suggests articulating this set by use of a revocation bitmap (sometimes “shadow bitmap”). Each capability-sized naturally aligned region of the address space has a corresponding bit in the bitmap (the same density as CHERI tags). A set bit in the bitmap indicates that capabilities pointing to the corresponding address are to be revoked.

In Cornucopia, this bitmap is a kernel-provided anonymous

---

4In practice, we focus more on access to reused resources through stale references than on ensuring that reuse is indistinguishable. In the present work, for example, we tolerate software being able to extract addresses from capabilities and notice that address space has been reused, but we ensure that capabilities to old objects are invalidated before the reuse takes place.

5This tracking typically uses indirection, with capabilities pointing to their progenitor with (cached) tree ascent on use. Such indirection can be either defined explicitly, as in CAP’s tables [37] or sel4’s capability derivation tree [21, §2.4.1], or endogenous, as in trusted “caretaker” objects [42, §2.3].

6This is akin to the “from” spaces of incremental, moving garbage collectors, which, aside from the complexity of forwarding pointers, remain accessible to the application until collection is completed [32].

7There are three motivations for such deferral: (1) theoretical: it simplifies the claim that object lifetimes have been extended; (2) performance: zeroing cannot be relied upon during reuse and so would need to be redone; and (3) implementation: the underlying allocators have not been aware of quarantine and do, indeed, consider the objects’ lifetimes extended.

8By contrast, a garbage collector may have a “mark” bit, or a few “color” bits, per object, rather than per pointer, in memory. The collection algorithm may also allocate mark or color bit(s) within pointer values. Neither of these are exactly analogous to the revocation bitmap, though the per-object bits are indeed used as part of object lifecycle management.

9As capabilities can point out of bounds, revocation tests the bit corresponding to the capability base (lower bound), rather than its address (pointer target). The CHERI instruction set ensures that capability bases cannot be taken out of bounds without rendering the capability useless; this property has been formally verified for Morello [12]. An allocation is placed into quarantine by setting all of its corresponding revocation bits; any valid capability derived from this allocation will then be subject to revocation.
object in *virtual* memory, written to ("*painted*") by the user program’s allocator(s) and read by the kernel.\(^9\)

### 2.2.3 Revocation Epochs

Processing a batch of revocations is done in a *revocation epoch*. The central guarantee of the revocation process is: all capabilities to memory that is marked in the revocation bitmap as quarantined *prior* to an epoch’s start are guaranteed to have been expunged as of the epoch’s *end*.\(^\text{11}\) For CHERIvoke’s *stop-the-world*, synchronous revocation model, this is almost trivial.\(^\text{12}\) However, for Cornucopia’s concurrent revocation, it is quite common for memory to be freed *during* a revocation scan. Such memory must be held through the end of next epoch, before it can be dequarantined. (During the first epoch, the revoker may have let through a pointer that would be revoked if seen after the update to the bitmap.) Any time after the end of the revoking epoch, memory can be dequarantined.

Cornucopia exposes a publicly readable epoch counter, initialized to zero and incremented prior to the start of every revocation and again after the end. Allocators mark freed memory in the bitmap, read the epoch, and wait for the counter to be advanced at least twice (if initially even) or thrice (if odd), to ensure that at least one revocation has both begun and ended, before reusing that memory.

#### 2.2.4 Capability-Dirty Pages

CHERIvoke observes that many pages within application memory do not hold capabilities. Revocation need not consider such pages, and so Cornucopia sought and found a fairly light-weight way of monitoring capability propagation within an address space. Since at least version 7, CHERI-MIPS offered traps on tagged capability stores on a per virtual page basis [54]. This was intended largely as a *security* feature to prevent the spread of tagged capabilities through certain kinds of inter-process shared memory, such as file mappings.\(^\text{13}\) Cornucopia repurposes this mechanism to track which pages hold capabilities at the start of revocation (and so must be visited during revocation) as well as the subset of pages to which capabilities have been written during concurrent revocation (and so must be re-visited once its world is stopped).

### 2.2.5 Revocation Phases

A direct implementation of CHERIvoke stops the world to let the revoker operate on a snapshot of memory. Cornucopia instead splits each revocation epoch into two phases: \(\circ\) a concurrent phase, in which a second CPU core visits (and marks clean) all dirty pages, and \(\oplus\) a *stop-the-world* phase, visiting all pages that were *re-dirtied* during the concurrent phase. Relative to CHERIvoke, this split significantly reduces the wall-clock overheads [23, fig. 6] and pause times [23, fig. 10] involved. SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks with large heaps notably showed 70-90\% reduction in pause times.

### 2.3 Analogous Barriers in Garbage Collection

Reloaded directly builds on insights and techniques from garbage collectors, which have the same primary challenge — to efficiently find, test, and possibly act upon every pointer available to a program — and face the same pressures — to minimize resource requirements and disruption to mutator progress. Let us quickly summarize.

Early garbage collectors [16, 36] employed stop-the-world approaches. Awkwardly long pause times soon resulted in “real-time” or “incremental” collectors [32], interleaving collection with the application and bounding latencies for allocations. Multiprocessor systems drove a need for “concurrent” collectors, running alongside the mutator [8, 14]. In these systems, mutator loads, stores, and/or uses of references are subject to *barriers* to preserve collector invariants. Decades of research into collectors have yielded a plethora of barrier designs [8, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24, 28, 29, 31, 40, 41, 59].

The capability-dirty page tracking common to both Cornucopia and Reloaded (§2.2.4) can be thought of as a *store* barrier, like that of Boehm, Demers, and Shenker [14], but provided by the ISA’s capability store instructions and memory management unit. Cornucopia uses this barrier to distinguish between clean, dirty, and *re-dirtied* pages, in further analogy to “card-marking” collectors [56].

Reloaded additionally uses a page-based *load* barrier, like that of Appel, Ellis, and Li [8], but integrated into the capability load instructions, as with Azul’s Vega architecture [19]. Load barriers allow collectors to have a simple, powerful invariant: the object graph perceived by the mutator outside of barrier code is *as if* collection has already completed.\(^\text{14}\) Since stale references cannot be loaded (nor propagated) by the program, collection has guaranteed progress. Reloaded will build on this invariant to guarantee that any pointer loaded by the application is to an allocation live as of the

---

\(^9\) Cornucopia provided capability-based access control to the bitmap [23, §A], granting allocators access only to the parts of the bitmap corresponding to their heaps. However, for expedience, both Cornucopia’s and our experiments unsafely bypass these controls, easing the use of a *shim*, rather than Cornucopia-aware allocator, to manage revocation. We expect the cost of the shim to exceed the cost of an enlightened allocator’s bookkeeping.

\(^\text{11}\) In garbage collection, the analogous property, dubbed “snapshot at the beginning”, is that the objects whose last reference(s) were dropped prior to a collection’s start will be reclaimed during the collection.

\(^\text{12}\) If there is only one user of revocation in an address space, it is trivial. But, because revocation is *global*, multiple allocators may be able to avoid redundant work by using epochs to observe that some other allocator has triggered revocation [23, §B].

\(^\text{13}\) CHERI capabilities are interpreted relative to an address space. In the UNIX-like environment of CheriBSD or Linux, that means that capabilities are only well-defined within a process. Allowing processes to exchange tagged capabilities risks violating the security properties of the capability model, though it is currently tolerated in some circumstances, such as fork()-ed processes sharing anonymous memory mappings, for compatibility reasons. Because shared file mappings can spread much more widely, especially between processes with no pretense of commonality in their address space layouts, they are prohibited from carrying tagged capabilities.

\(^\text{14}\) Load barriers may also be *self-healing* if they correct memory as it is loaded, committing the mutator’s view. Reloaded’s load barrier fault handler (§3.2) takes this approach; it cleans memory and re-runs the load instruction.
start of the last epoch (§3.2). Further, its use of load barriers will simplify its use of store barriers (§4.2).

3 Designing a New Revoker

3.1 Motivation: Pause Times and Excess Work

Relative to CHERIvoke, Cornucopia’s reduction in wall-clock time overheads comes at the expense of increasing the total amount of work done per revocation pass. On the dual-core FPGA CHERI-MIPS system under study, the original publication shows that Cornucopia adds, roughly, $\circ$ a 10% increase in total cycle cost across most of SPEC CPU2006 [23, fig. 10] and $\bigcirc$ a 10-15% DRAM traffic cost for memory-intensive workloads (exemplified by omnetpp and xalancbmk) [23, fig. 7]. In our re-implementation of Cornucopia for Morello (§4.5), we observe 4% cycle and 9% memory bus traffic geometric overheads, with a 33% traffic overhead for omnetpp: these overheads are not merely artifacts of the CHERI-MIPS implementation (see figs. 2 and 4).

Moreover, Cornucopia’s stop-the-world pauses were, in memory-intensive workloads, still hundreds of millions of CPU cycles, entire seconds on its test-bed, unlikely acceptable outside of batch processing. On the more sophisticated Morello system, our re-implementation exhibits median pause times as high as 30 milliseconds for these workloads (see fig. 9). Iterating the Cornucopia strategy, by using a second concurrent pass through memory, attempting to leave fewer pages in need of cleaning with the world paused, showed very little reduction in pause times [23, fig. 15] and, by definition, would anyway increase total work and DRAM traffic.

All told, Cornucopia demonstrated that concurrent revocation is an attractive idea, but its implementation strategy is otherwise likely a dead end. At the time, we conjectured that another approach, centered around intercepting capability loads (and inspired by the Pauseless GC algorithm [19]), might hold promise [23, §X.C]. The present work quantitatively affirms that intuition via implementation.

3.2 Load Barriers for CHERI Revocation

Cornucopia fundamentally operates by tracking capability store operations within a process (recall §2.2.5). Since the application may, at any time, load any capability in its address space, the revoker must treat any capability store as contaminating its targeted page, necessitating a repeated scan once the world is stopped, even though most applications rarely load, much less copy, dead pointers.\(^{16}\)

If we could, instead, begin intercepting all of an application’s capability load operations, we could provide the illusion that revocation had already taken place. That is, every pointer the application loaded could be processed for revocation before the load was allowed. The revoker could, then, entirely in the background, work to catch reality up to this perception, inspecting and erasing revoked capabilities through the entire memory space. Pages stored to during this background work would not need to be swept again: any capability stored must have been verified by the revoker already and so its pointed-to memory must not have been slated for revocation as of the start of this revocation epoch.\(^{16}\) The application would block awaiting revocation only if another batched revocation became necessary while this background task had not yet finished.

There is a little subtlety to the above story: an application thread may have a to-be-revoked capability in its register file when revocation begins. If we allowed this capability to remain, it would break the invariant that all later capability stores are of capabilities already checked for revocation. Therefore, entry into revocation must still synchronize all application threads and scan their register files (and other non-user-memory hoards of capabilities; see §4.4).\(^{17}\) At the same time, we must synchronize CPU cores (at least those running application threads) to begin intercepting capability loads. In practice, we implement these two synchronizations as part of a stop-the-world phase at the start of revocation; see §4.3. However, as we will see (§5.4), these are orders of magnitude shorter than Cornucopia’s stop-the-world phase.

Reloaded thus has a concise central invariant: any pointer held in a user thread’s register file did not point into quarantine as of the beginning of the last revocation. Even in the face of concurrent application execution, its measure of inductive progress is similarly simple: pages not yet scanned. By contrast, Cornucopia’s invariant must be phrased in terms of pages marked capability dirty, and its progress happens only by stopping the world (recall §2.3).

4 Implementation

We now discuss the central aspects of implementing sweeping revocation, and in particular Cornucopia Reloaded, on Morello. Readers curious for more detail are encouraged to read the relevant chapter of Gutstein’s thesis [26, §5]. Our implementations for Morello and CHERI-RISC-V have been merged for the public 23.11 release of CheriBSD (§10).
4.1 Per-PTE Capability Load Generations

One way to implement the design of §1.2 would be to extend each page table entry (PTE) with a flag that blocks all capability loads. A revocation epoch would begin with clearing this flag on all pages (issuing TLB shootdowns) and would end when all pages have been visited by the revoker and their capability load flags restored. This would unfortunately require updating PTEs twice during each epoch.

To remove the initial PTE update, Morello (and CHERI-RISC-V) added, for our use, a new behavior for PTEs: rather than a permission flag, each PTE can be configured to compare one of its bits to a bit in an in-core control register, called the “capability load generation”. If these bits do not match, any (valid, tag-asserted) capability loaded from this page will trap. In the steady state, the generation bit in the cores and in all PTEs for the address space match. When revocation begins, only the in-core generation bits are toggled, triggering all subsequent capability loads to trap. Thus, PTEs need be updated only once per epoch.

4.2 Lightweight Per-PTE Capability Dirty Tracking

Modern architectures, including ARM v8 and RISC-V, enable accelerated dirty-tracking for PTEs using an additional “dirty” bit. When moving Cornucopia from CHERI-MIPS to Morello and CHERI-RISC-V, we mirror this optimization for capability stores to enable hardware to track writes that (re)dirty pages during our revocation sweep, and thus must be included in the stop-the-world phase. There is, however, some subtlety here (see §7.4) and our implementation is known to have some slight defects that do not impact the evaluation reported later.

4.3 From Architecture to Software

Like Cornucopia, Reloaded’s revocation work is divided into two phases, albeit with quite different behaviors (cf. §2.2.5).

First, with the system in the steady state of all generation bits agreeing, a stop-the-world phase synchronizes all cores in an address space. These cores increment their capability load generation bits (and any cores later entering this address space will adopt the incremented value), and the thread register files and kernel capability hoards (see §4.4) associated with this address space are scanned for revoked capabilities. PTEs are not modified. Reloaded’s invariant that no to-be-revoked capability can be held in a register or loaded from memory is reestablished for the new epoch (see §3.2).

The second phase consists of two simultaneous kinds of work. In the foreground, as the application takes capability load faults, the revoker responds by using the application thread to clean the targeted page and update the PTE. In the background, a revoker thread visits all as-yet unvisited pages and updates the PTE. Some light synchronization is required here, around updates to PTEs, but page visits in the same epoch are idempotent, so PTE reads are less aggressively interlocked. The background work ensures that revocation terminates and restores the steady state of all load generation bits agreeing. Throughout, Reloaded’s invariant holds.

Page scans, both foreground and background, employ heuristics to avoid converting read-only pages to read-write. If the revoker can acquire a page exclusively and that page is already writable by userspace, revocation may directly mutate its contents. Otherwise, either the page is not writable or only shared access could be acquired, and the page will be handled as read-only. If a capability on such a page must be revoked, the full page fault machinery will be invoked to upgrade the page to writable, but if no writes are necessary, the page is put back into service as-is.

A thread taking a load fault will lock that threads’s process's page table (“pmap”) twice. At first, the thread will detect if the local core’s TLB is out-of-date with the PTE, which may have already been updated due to completed revocation on another core. But if revocation is indeed required, it proceeds without locks held (because probing the revocation bitmap may trigger further page faults) but with the target page sufficiently quiesced that it cannot, for example, be swapped out or, for a read-write scan, be downgraded to copy-on-write. After revocation, the pmap is again locked and the scanned page’s entry is idempotently updated to the current load barrier generation. Multiple threads may trigger overlapping revocation visits to the same page: any number of threads may take faults attempting to read the same page, and the background thread may also be reading that page. However, at most one such thread is licensed to write to the page. If a read-only scan overwrites the read-write scan and must write, it will serialize behind the read-write scan when upgrading the page and will not scan again.

For expedience, bulk address space operations, especially cloning for fork, are excluded during bulk revocation sweeps (as was also true of Cornucopia). Certain operations, such as unmaps or mapping of regions of zeroed pages, which do not complicate revocation, could be permitted.

---

18It is not strictly necessary to condition the trap on the loaded tag value; one could, instead, trap whenever a capability-width datum were loaded. It is not, however, sufficient to merely clear tags, as specified for PTE bits in previous versions of CHERI which were intended prevent cross-address-space capability leakage discussed in footnote 13.

19Pages known to not be carrying capabilities (“capability clean”) can neverthless have their generation bits kept up to date, as this simplifies the rest of the system. Yet, we would prefer not to; see §§7.4 and 7.6.

20In more detail, the implementation studied herein does not always correctly handle aliased pages, including copy-on-write aliases arising from fork. The benchmarks studied herein fortunately do not create the problematic cases, as any aliased memory is not also quarantined. In parallel with publication, our work has been merged to CheriBSD (see §10) and these bugs have either been corrected or acknowledged for correction.

21Our concurrent implementations use one system call per revocation phase, invoked by a dedicated thread in userspace. This system call holds the virtual address map “busy” throughout concurrent revocation phases. Yet fork can occur between two phases of the same revocation epoch; this is subtle for Reloaded, as the child process must continue to take appropriate load traps.
4.4 Thread Synchronization and Kernel Hoards

One of the largest engineering challenges in fitting CHERIvoke and its successors into CheriBSD has been the free flow of user-space pointers into the kernel. These flows may be ephemeral (lasting only for a single system call, such as write) or the kernel may hoard the pointer(s), returning them to user-space at a later time; hoarding is popular with asynchronous facilities such as kqueue and aio. When a thread is context switched off core, pointers in its register file are similarly hoarded. At some point during a revocation epoch, the kernel must scan all the pointers it holds on behalf of a user program, and at no point may it divulge one unchecked by the revoker. For Reloaded, this scan happens in the first, stop-the-world phase, leaving pointer copy-out unaltered. At present, this scan uses an inelegant and invasive approach, stopping all threads associated with the application, completing or aborting all in-progress system calls, and interacting with each hoarding subsystem (including saved register files) with bespoke logic. Better approaches seem possible (see §7.8), but we have not found the engineering time required.

4.5 Reimplementing Cornucopia

For this work, we have largely rewritten the public prototype of Cornucopia’s implementation in CheriBSD. Beyond adding the “machine dependent” layer for Morello, we had to contend with the original implementation’s somewhat superficial integration with the virtual memory subsystem. Reloaded demands a deeper integration, as it must interpose on every attempt to expose a page to userspace as well as the load generation mismatch faults. As we did not wish to have two completely different revocation codepaths in our implementation, our changes necessarily impacted the Cornucopia functionality as well. Of note, our reimplementation will not skip a mapped page in subsequent epochs when it becomes “capability clean.” While this matters in principle, pages becoming clean is not observed to happen in the benchmarks studied here, even when running with our Reloaded implementation, which does attempt to detect such pages. What we call “Cornucopia” below should be understood to be our (imperfect) re-implementation of the algorithm, not the same software as the original paper.

5 Evaluation

Revocation in the style of CHERIvoke has four key overheads: wall-clock time, CPU time, bus accesses, and memory occupancy. We evaluate each of (1) Reloaded; (2) our re-implementation of Cornucopia; (3) “CHERIvoke”, our Cornucopia eschewing its concurrent phase; and (4) “Paint+sync”, our in-userspace machinery of quarantine bitmap management but without revocation passes. (“Paint+sync” does not provide temporal safety, but it is useful in characterizing overheads.) We use a subset of the SPEC CPU2006 suite to represent CPU-bound batch processing (§5.1). As stand-ins representing latency-sensitive workloads, we use PostgreSQL’s pgbench (§5.2) and gRPC’s QPS (§5.3). The pgbench workload is a sequence of many transactions and allows measuring latencies of many small units of work performed against a temporally-safe server. The gRPC QPS benchmark is similar, though does its own aggregation of latencies.

We use LD_PRELOAD-ed shims to replace the system heap allocator with snmalloc [33] and to select the temporal safety strategy with a modified mrs [25]. We configure mrs to use Cornucopia’s revocation policy: allocation requests made when quarantine exceeds 1/4th of the total heap (or, equivalently, 1/3rd of the allocated heap) will trigger revocation, unless less than 8 MiB is in quarantine. For each benchmark, all runs, of both baseline and test conditions, use the same Cheri C/C++ “pure capability” spatially-safe CheriBSD binary; the baseline loads the same snmalloc LD_PRELOAD shim as the test condition but without mrs.

Throughout, our CheriBSD kernel is not a “pure capability” program, but rather “hybrid” (recall footnote 1). This has no effect on the interface to the kernel and user programs’ use thereof, including revocation. We believe the use of a hybrid kernel binary, while generally discouraged, minimizes the impact of some of Morello’s microarchitectural quirks [51] on revocation sweep loops; the overheads reported here are both attainable on current Morello boards and likely to reflect overheads seen on a hypothetical successor.

5.1 SPEC CPU2006 INT

Eight of the SPEC CPU2006 [27] integer-math benchmarks compile as pure-capability CHERI C/C++ programs and have been used by past CHERI temporal safety work. These are single-threaded, throughput-oriented applications: metrics of interest are aggregate resource consumption, such as time elapsed or memory occupancy, and not per-event latencies.

Methodology. We consider these programs in their ref configurations, and measure a total of twelve executions each across each of our temporal safety strategies.

To mitigate sampling effects, we run four batches of each benchmark, with each batch consisting of a cold boot of a Morello and four executions of the benchmark. This gives us some sampling across any per-boot randomization, and we discard the first run in each batch to suppress system-wide startup transients. To further reduce noise, we partition Morello’s four cores. Application threads are always pinned to core 3 and any offloaded revocation thread is pinned to core 2. The remainder of the system runs on cores 0 and 1.

Results. Figure 1 shows that Reloaded performs very similarly to Cornucopia on these SPEC workloads, with modest gains on the highest-overhead cases of omnetpp and
Figure 1. Contrasting wall-clock overheads of Reloaded, Cornucopia, and CHERIvoke against those reported by other published techniques [20, 34, 48, 50, 60]. The Cornucopia and CHERIvoke results reported here are using our re-implementation of the revoker running on Morello and use the CHERI spatially-safe program as the baseline, and so differ from those reported for the earlier implementation on CHERI-MIPS [23, fig. 6]. For programs with multiple workloads (astar, bzip2, gobmk, and hmmer), the values shown for CHERI temporal safety schemes are geomeans. The numbers reported for BOGO [60] also factor out their reported cost of spatial safety; other numbers are as reported in their publications. The bzip2 and sjeng benchmarks do not engage revocation and so are excluded from subsequent study.

Figure 2. Total CPU-time overheads (both cores) of Reloaded, Cornucopia, CHERIvoke, and asynchronous quarantine management.

Figure 3. Ratio of averaged peak memory footprint (RSS) between test condition and baseline for a representative subset of benchmarks, sorted descending by the peak RSS of the no-revocation baseline (given above each, in Mibibytes). The general policy target of 33% of the heap in quarantine is shown as a dashed line, but gobmk and hmmer use so little memory that their revocation behavior is significantly impacted by mrs’s default minimum quarantine of 8 MiB.

Figure 4. Bus traffic overheads of Reloaded, Cornucopia, and CHERIvoke on Morello. For each benchmark, we also show, above the plot, the mean number of transactions executed by the no-revocation baseline (in billions) and the mean Reloaded traffic as a percentage of Cornucopia mean traffic. xalancbmk. In detail, our worst cases are xalancbmk, at 29.4% overhead (down from 29.7% for Cornucopia) and omnetpp, at 23.1% (down from 24.8%). All CHERIvoke-based algorithms tested here appear competitive with other published techniques on these workloads.

Figure 2 confirms that Reloaded does not consume more CPU time than Cornucopia, and in some cases, it is modestly cheaper. Tangentially, we speculate that significant differences between “Paint+sync” and “CHERIvoke” are not the result of quarantine per se but largely because snmalloc...
behaves differently once quarantine release happens on a second thread.

Figure 3 shows that Reloaded has nearly identical impacts on peak memory usage as Cornucopia. For benchmarks that allocate large heaps and significantly deviate from the expected target of 33% heap in quarantine (libquantum, omnetpp, and xalancbmk), we see that much of the overshoot arises from quarantine, not revocation itself, and that CHERIvoke hews closer to the target. We conclude that these applications free significant amounts of memory while quarantine is still being revoked or otherwise processed.

Figure 4 shows that Reloaded, by not having to rescan pages, induces less bus traffic than Cornucopia. The two benchmarks with the highest revocation DRAM overheads both show approximately 11% reduction with Reloaded relative to Cornucopia: omnetpp now takes 45% vs. 50%, and xalancbmk now takes 60% vs. 68%. The median bus traffic cost of Reloaded relative to Cornucopia is 87% in these benchmarks. While bus traffic reduction was not our primary objective, it is nevertheless a welcome improvement, even if Reloaded’s savings here are not reflected in CPU or wall time improvement.

5.2 PostgreSQL pgbench

Here, we seek to assess the impact of these temporal safety technologies on a proxy for interactive workloads.

**Methodology.** We run a pure-capability PostgreSQL [2, 3] server on Morello with our LD_PRELOAD-ed shim(s) and run the default workload generator of pgbench [4], without shims, against this server. We use a "scale factor" of 10 and run for 170,000 transactions (which takes about 10 minutes without any temporal safety shim loaded).24 We use the same quarantine policy and core pinning regime as with the SPEC results above; here, the benchmarked application threads (that is, the PostgreSQL server processes) are pinned to core 3, and any revocation threads are pinned to core 2, while the pgbench client and the rest of the system are on cores 0 and 1. In order to suppress system-wide start-up transients, we initialize the database and perform a 30-second run of pgbench before restarting the server for measurements. As invoked here, pgbench performs transactions serially, rather than on an a priori schedule (but see §5.2.1). As such, its results are subject to “coordinated omission” [49], where latency spikes are seen by only a single transaction and do not impact subsequent transactions’ reported latencies.

**Results.** Figure 5 shows that Reloaded offers lower wall-clock and total CPU time overheads than Cornucopia. The overheads imposed on the server thread are nearly identical.

Figure 6 shows that Reloaded incurs less than half the bus traffic overhead of Cornucopia, while only slightly increasing traffic on the application core. This suggests that Cornucopia revisits approximately all pages with the world stopped.

Figure 7. Normalized cumulative distribution function (CDF) of per-transaction execution time of pgbench, showing the fraction of transactions completing in less than the given time, accumulated from four runs of each scenario. 90th and 99th percentiles are marked with dotted grid lines. For comparison, we have approximated (using separate runs, subject to modest probe effect) the median per-epoch world-stopped durations for CHERIvoke and Cornucopia, shown as dashed segments, and the median per-epoch cumulative time taken to sweep pages by the application thread for Reloaded, shown as the dotted segment. These are shown with their left ends at the corresponding 90th percentiles.

---

24 Usually, when benchmarking databases, one would report transactions completed within a fixed period of time. Using a fixed number of transactions makes the workloads more directly comparable to our SPEC CPU results.
Figure 7 captures three significant points:

1. All three revocation implementations studied here exhibit similar latency 85th percentiles, and all are only slightly slower than just quarantining memory.
2. The strategies begin to differentiate around the 90th percentile, and exhibit stark distinction thereafter. The fully sequential CHERIvoke has its 99th percentile 27 milliseconds slower than the median transaction; Cornucopia’s two-pass design lowers its to just under 10, and Reloaded further reduces its to 5.4. The dashed segments of fig. 7 show the median world-stopped times, of 20 milliseconds for CHERIvoke and 6.2 for Cornucopia, respectively, appearing to account for most of the spread between 90th and 99th percentiles. The median sum of trap handling time for Reloaded, of 860 microseconds and shown as the dotted segment, less obviously corresponds with a change in its cumulative distribution function (CDF).
3. Reloaded shows only modest latency increase over its prerequisite overheads (“Paint-sync”) until around the 98th percentile.

The pgbench server peak RSS was dominated by “autovacuum” background workers, not the worker processing our pgbench transactions. However, the worker heaps are fairly small, with a mean of 22 MiB allocated (for Reloaded; 21 for Cornucopia, 19 for CHERIvoke); the resulting small mean quarantine sizes (5.6 MiB for Reloaded, 5.3 for Cornucopia, and 4.8 for CHERIvoke) are under 4% of the worker’s RSS.

**Discussion.** This workload is not (steadily) CPU bound; without sweeping revocation, we measure the server thread on core for only a median 290 of the median 598 wall-clock seconds elapsed. Two notable consequences follow:

1. CPU overheads, even restricting to the PostgreSQL server thread, can be significantly larger than elapsed runtime overheads, as the server process can “expand” into this already-present inter-transaction idle time.
2. Stop-the-world phases, in particular, can be “hidden” in these idle intervals. This helps to explain why, although CHERIvoke has a pronounced “corner” in fig. 7, comparable to its median pause time (purple, upper dashes), Cornucopia sees no corner directly comparable to its median pause time (lower, red dashes).

Last, as said, the Reloaded strategy tracks quite closely to its prerequisite overheads. This suggests that, at least for interactive workloads, changes to quarantine representation and management may have a more significant effect on transaction latency than refinements to fault handling.

This workload differs significantly from those of §5.1 in its revocation rate: approximately once every 17 transactions, or over 14 times per second, with Reloaded. We defer further contrastive analysis to §5.5.

### 5.2.1 Latency vs. Throughput

We can also run pgbench such that it imposes an *a priori* schedule on its transactions (its --rate option). For some schedules, we reran the benchmark with Reloaded and otherwise as above. Per-transaction latencies, ignoring schedule lag, in milliseconds, are as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latency Percentile:</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>95</th>
<th>99</th>
<th>99.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx/sec</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unscheduled</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Boxplot of latency percentiles for gRPC’s QPS benchmark.](image)

In Table 1. As expected, the long tail 99.9th percentile decreases with lower throughput. However, this comes with unexpected increases in short tail latencies (90th - 99th percentiles). This effect is also seen without revocation; further investigation is necessary.

### 5.3 gRPC QPS

**Methodology.** To further explore the impact of revocation on latency-sensitive workloads, we run a gRPC 1.48.1 QPS [1] client-server workload. As with pgbench, we shim the server process with revocation and leave the client unmodified.

To focus on the effects of revocation, we use a custom gRPC "scenario": transport security is disabled, each of the client and server is a single process with two threads, both client and server are asynchronous and apply throughput-focused tuning to a minimal stack, each client thread opens 10 gRPC “channels”, and each channel is permitted to have 4 outstanding messages. The client will send messages to the server and await responses, while measuring throughput and latency percentiles, for 30 seconds, after a 5 second warmup.

Because QPS workers are multi-threaded, we pin the server process to CPU cores 2 and 3, but do not attempt to pin the background revocation thread; that is, revocation more directly competes with foreground work in this workload. The client, and the rest of the system, is restricted to cores 0 and 1. To mitigate sampling effects, we collect data for each revocation strategy from three batches of four runs, with each batch run after a cold boot and beginning with an additional, discarded, run. Unlike the earlier experiments, all data collection took place on the same Morello machine.
Figure 9. A representative subset of benchmarks’ revocation phase times. For each benchmark, we show (left to right) a boxplot summarizing the distribution, across all runs and all revocations, of time taken by CHERIvoke’s single (world-stopped) phase (in blue), the concurrent (orange) and world-stopped (green) phases of Cornucopia, the world-stopped (red) and concurrent (violet) phases of Reloaded, and all Reloaded faults in the application thread during the concurrent phase (cumulative per revocation, brown). The black dots show extremal values. gRPC QPS triggers a bug in CHERIvoke, so that bar is absent.

Results. Reloaded induces a $12.82\% \pm 0.16\%$ reduction in QPS throughput, not statistically significantly different from Cornucopia’s $12.88\% \pm 0.16\%$. Figure 8 shows the selection of latency statistics that the benchmark accumulates. Similarly to fig. 7, we see that either temporal safety strategy introduces modest increases to observed 50%, 90%, and 95% latency percentiles (resp.). At 99%, Reloaded doubles ($2.0 \pm 0.3$) latency relative to the baseline (adding an additional 15 milliseconds, mean), which compares favorably to Cornucopia’s more than tripling ($3.5 \pm 0.9$; or adding 37 milliseconds, mean). At 99.9%, both revocation strategies impose long tail latencies of nearly ten times those of the baseline ($9.6 \pm 0.1$ for Reloaded and $9.9 \pm 0.4$ for Cornucopia).

Using separate runs of the benchmark with more detailed probing, we can estimate Cornucopia’s mean stop-the-world time to be $8.7 \pm 0.8$ milliseconds, and Reloaded’s $0.3 \pm 0.1$. Reloaded’s cumulative fault handling time shows high variance across revocations, at $6 \pm 3$ milliseconds, with a measured range from 0.3 to 39. Revocation’s concurrent phases take $86 \pm 6$ milliseconds for Reloaded or $81 \pm 8$ for Cornucopia.

Discussion. Reloaded and Cornucopia perform almost identically up through the 95th percentile, adding very little latency relative to the baseline. This suggests that, as with pgbench, differences in this region are dominated by the costs of quarantining memory; in particular Reloaded’s faults do not add significant cost to every transaction. At 99%, we see impacts of revocation and a differentiation of strategies’ impact. In particular, Reloaded’s mean impact is less than Cornucopia’s measured $minimum$. At 99.9%, we see pathological behavior that was not observed with pgbench, where this percentile showed essentially no difference from baseline. Here, we see some transactions stalled across two revocation epochs! We suspect that two factors are at play: (1) the “background” revoker threads are contending for CPU time, and will, when revocation is active, use their entire preemptive quantum (see §7.7), and (2) the mrs shim blocks an allocation or free operation if its quarantine is over twice full (but see §7.2; future policies may differ). Nevertheless, Reloaded still performs marginally better than Cornucopia.

5.4 Revocation Phase Timing

Figure 9 visualizes the impact of revocation on interactive workloads from another angle; we display the time spent in different phases of each revocation strategy, including the critical stop-the-world phase. To reduce sampling effects, each benchmark here was run at least four times on at least two physical Morello machines. These times are subject to

---

25Because of an undiagnosed bug in our implementation apparently involving signal handling, we are unable to obtain CHERIvoke results for this experiment. As the focus here is on the concurrent revocation schemes, we have chosen to exclude it from discussion rather than debug the issue.
a minor probe effect from the more detailed accounting necessary to obtain them, relative to the overheads reported earlier.

First, we can validate Cornucopia’s claim that its world-stopped phases (third from the left) are on the order of a tenth as long as its concurrent phase (recall [23, fig. 10]), even given the dramatic differences between CHERI-MIPS and Morello. We can also, again, see that Cornucopia and Reloaded both do more aggregate work than CHERIvoke, but that the vast majority of this work is done in the background.

Reloaded’s stop-the-world phase is almost always very brief for single-threaded workloads, on the order of tens of microseconds. In workloads with large amounts of memory (astar, omnetpp, xalancbmk, pgbench), this can be three or more orders of magnitude smaller than Cornucopia’s stop-the-world phase. In many workloads, even the cumulative time spent handling Reloaded’s on-demand faults is significantly smaller than Cornucopia’s stop-the-world phase. In pgbench, even if the entirety of this time is borne by one transaction’s processing, Reloaded will still have less of an effect on that transaction than one suspended by Cornucopia’s stop-the-world phase. The exceptions are pointer-chase-heavy workloads (astar, omnetpp, xalancbmk); however, even these applications see that impact spread out across the concurrent phase rather than all at once.

For the multi-threaded gRPC workload, we see that the stop-the-world phase of Reloaded has a median of 323 microseconds. This increased time is likely inter-core synchronization, as gRPC will have both cores busy. Still, this is over an order of magnitude smaller than Cornucopia’s.

5.4.1 Outliers. There are a few outlier points in this graph. One run of gobmk 13x13 may have seen one context switch during a Reloaded STW phase, which took just over ten milliseconds. Eight pgbench Reloaded STW phases took longer than ten milliseconds and 92 Cornucopia STW phases took longer than a second; we suspect this is some pathological interaction between queuing application thread(s) and system calls in progress. One early epoch in all 1i1quantum Reloaded runs seems to consistently take around half a millisecond; this, too, may be a result of interaction with a system-call in flight. FreeBSD’s thread_single() mechanism used to queue application threads is primarily used in rare, expensive operations (fork, exec, exit, debug tracing, etc.), and approaches more tuned for revocation seem plausible, at the cost of some engineering effort (see §7.8).

5.5 Revocation Rates

A significant difference between the workloads we have studied is the rate at which they perform revocation. Table 2 collects relevant statistics for Reloaded under a representative set of benchmarks. We see that the most RSS-heavy SPEC workloads, namely xalancbmk, astar lakes, and omnetpp, cycle gigabytes of address space through the allocator while having mean heap allocation footprints of hundreds of megabytes. These programs perform, on average, less than one revocation per second. By contrast, the PostgreSQL server process attending to pgbench cycles nearly as much address space as xalancbmk while having a mean heap of around 4% the size. This workload performs an average of nearly fifteen revocations per second! This helps explain the discrepancy between fig. 4, where 60% bus overhead was the worst case, and fig. 6, where 96% was the best case.

5.6 The More Subtle Costs of Concurrency

Across SPEC, in fig. 4, we see that Reloaded’s concurrent behavior can require moderately more (omnetpp, xalancbmk) to slightly less (gobmk, hmmer) memory traffic than the fully-sequential CHERIvoke (though it always uses less than Cornucopia; recall §5.1). For PostgreSQL, in fig. 6, Reloaded has dramatically lower overheads. CHERIvoke’s sequential scan effectively flushes the cache, whereas Reloaded’s load faults often warm the cache with useful application data, leaving a second core with an independent cache to scan in the background. Conversely, traffic may increase for pointer-chase-heavy workloads, such as Omnetpp and xalancbmk, may have sparse page utilization such that the revoker’s page scans may contend with useful application data.

More generally, this suggests future avenues of exploration, including non-temporal loads for the page scan and/or bitmap probes, or “run-ahead” during revocation page faults to reduce the total number of faults. If hardware offload engines should be designed to perform the revocation sweep, cache contention with the application cores should be a primary design consideration.
6 Related Work

6.1 Memory Coloring

Some mainstream architectures have added pointer and memory “coloring” in an effort to address memory safety woes and accelerate instrumentation-based technologies like Address Sanitizer [46]. Prominent examples include SPARC’s SSM or ADI [38] and, more recently, Arm’s Memory Tagging Extension (MTE) [9, §D10]. These technologies color both memory and pointers by adding a few bits of metadata to small granules of physical memory and carving out an equal number of bits from pointer addresses. When dereferencing a pointer, the colors of the pointer and memory can be checked to match. With strict enforcement, this can be leveraged to provide deterministic defense against overflow into adjacent objects, and can additionally provide stochastic defense against UAF, UAR, and double-free, by recoloring memory per use.

Such machinery generally comes with two caveats:

1. Memory colors must be kept secret from adversaries capable of forging pointers (akin to ASLR’s entropy).
2. Strict trapping of violating stores requires a read-modify-write of memory, so coloring architectures optionally track stores “imprecisely,” merely flagging violations for later analysis.

Microsoft Security Response Center [13] and Google [47] have published reports analyzing the security offerings of these schemes. Broadly speaking, performance concerns mean production software will use imprecise tracking for at-scale auditing, with precise tracking used during development or to collect crashes after detection in production. This strategy relies on surveillance (and reactive patching) to deter vulnerability exploitation. By contrast, Cornucopia Reloaded, like CHERI and all CHERIvoke descendants, aims to be a deterministic, proactive, fail-stop defense. Nevertheless, combining the two holds exciting promise; see §7.3.

6.2 Unmapped Memory

While snmalloc and the embedded allocators in the CheriBSD C runtime never relinquish address space via munmap(), some mmap() consumers do (e.g., a program that repeatedly maps files in order to copy them). This introduces opportunities for both intra- and inter-allocator UAF and UAR. We have implemented (but do not evaluate in this paper) a solution to this problem in two parts:

1. Capabilities returned by mmap() are backed by a reservation [11]. When part of the reservation is unmapped via munmap(), the addresses are backed by guard mappings until the entire reservation is unmapped. This ensures that holes in the reservation can not be filled by subsequent mmap()s and create UAF issues.26

2. When reservations are completely unmapped, they are placed in quarantine. We have extended Cornucopia and Reloaded’s sweep infrastructure to search for and revoke capabilities referencing quarantined mappings. Only after a revocation pass do we free the unmapped reservation.

Together, these changes eliminate gaps in CHERIvoke and Cornucopia’s UAF and UAR protections.

6.3 CHERIoT Temporal Safety

The CHERIoT embedded platform [6, 7] features heap temporal safety via an adaptation of Reloaded to a MMU-less system.27 It, too, batches revocations, bitmaps quarantine, and operates by interposing on capability loads. CHERIoT, however, leverages the small size of the systems it targets to eliminate the distinction between UAF and UAR; freed objects become inaccessible immediately. As a result, details of revocation batching and epochs are much less visible to the client.

The perceived immediacy of revocation is accomplished by having the CHERIoT Capability Load instruction directly probe the revocation bitmap to filter capabilities: a capability to a revoked object has its tag cleared on its way into the register file,28 without traps or software intervention. To make this tolerable, CHERIoT’s revocation bitmap is defined by the processor architecture;29 microarchitecturally situated in a “tightly coupled memory” next to the CPU core pipeline, accessible with low latency bounds; and physically indexed, as the architecture lacks virtual memory.

Closing the UAF/UAR gap allows the CHERIoT allocator to use in-band metadata for its quarantine and free lists, without additional defensive measures [39, 43], as freed words are not accessible by clients. By contrast, Cornucopia and Reloaded have to behave as though quarantined objects were still allocated, using out-of-band lists to track quarantine.

Given the tight coupling, CHERIoT’s Ibex implementation uses a small, cycle-stealing, pipelined hardware revocation state machine rather than a software thread [7, §3.3.2]. This engine can, in its steady state, test one capability for revocation every cycle. At a modest 20 MHz, the demonstration platform’s 512 KiB of RAM takes just over 3 milliseconds, less than an idle time quantum, to sweep.

26Reservations also serve a spatial safety role, as they are padded as required by CHERI capability bounds compression [57]. This padding is initially backed by guard pages, as if it had been unmapped immediately, and prevents mmap() from creating spatial aliases.

27Despite the chronology of publication, much of the design and implementation of Reloaded predates CHERIoT.

28This load barrier is not self-healing; recall footnote 14.
7 Future Work

7.1 Concurrent Background Revocation
Cornucopia and Reloaded both use a single thread for all their background revocation work. It should be relatively straightforward to split this work between multiple threads, enabling multiple cores to accelerate revocation. This would allow revocation sweeps to complete faster and could be attractive on systems with multiple temporally safe processes. In fact, we imagine eliminating the current per-process background thread in favor of making the revocation system call asynchronous, backed by a shared pool of background, in-kernel worker threads.

7.2 Quarantine Policy Tuning
The single revocation policy in the mrs shims used herein is not particularly tuned. First, it may be that the ratio of quarantine to allocated heap chosen is not ideal, or not ideal for some workloads. Second, more subtle considerations also apply. For example, mrs’s internal list of quarantined objects is double-buffered to permit free operations while revocation is in progress. If, however, an allocation request arrives and this second quarantine buffer is also over policy, mrs blocks and waits for revocation to finish. This, too, may not be ideal behavior. Thirdly, mrs makes no effort to detect and unmap entire pages that are quarantined. Such unmapped pages could be discounted in quarantine, giving significant reduction in the need to run the revoker [23, §VIII.A].

7.3 Composing CHERI and Memory Coloring
A non-orthogonal composition of CHERI and memory coloring (recall §6.1) could bring an order of magnitude improvement to revocation overheads, while also closing the UAF-UAR gap, simplifying allocator data structures, justifying a faster store behavior for memory colors, and exposing enough information for a hardware revocation engine (as with CHERIoT; recall §6.3). Concisely, this composition would move in-pointer color bits under CHERI’s integrity protection and would require authority to re-color memory. When the heap allocator sets bounds on an object, it can also fix the color of the capability returned; using its elevated authority to the heap, the allocator can recolor memory as part of free() and promptly prevent stale access. As the color space is finite, revocation is still required, but only when a given span of memory has exhausted all of its colors. Quarantine, and the pressure to revoke, thus grows at a rate inversely proportional to the number of colors available.

After an allocation is freed, capabilities to it are permanently useless: either they have the wrong color or they have been revoked. As such, clients will never be able to read or write through such capabilities, and, in particular, cannot read their own writes to see whether they happened or not. Thus, we are justified in discarding stores through mis-colored capabilities, rather than reporting traps, without sacrificing security. Further, we may also revoke mis-colored capabilities whenever they are found, even if their target address space is not quarantined. This test is completely architectural, making it well-suited for DMA accelerators.

7.4 Revised Capability-Dirty Tracking
The architectural machinery underpinning capability-dirty tracking emerged from an experimental security feature in CHERI-MIPS, meant to constrain the flow of capabilities in the system on a per virtual page basis. While it works in its new role, it is awkward: we are attempting to measure a property of the data on a physical page through its (potentially many) virtual aliases. Marking a page as needing the revoker’s attention is straightforward: if any alias would permit a capability store without trapping, the page must be visited during revocation. Unfortunately, detecting that a page no longer holds capabilities is quite challenging, involving multiple rounds of PTE updates and careful synchronization of software metadata. We would prefer physically-indexed control information. While most architectures have not, historically, had such structures, the push towards confidential computing has given rise to plausible candidates, such as the Granule Protection Table in Arm’s RME [9, §D9] or the Reverse Map Table in AMD’s SEV-SNP [5].

7.5 Relaxed Capability Tag Coherence
Reloaded’s use of load barriers, and the concomitant invariant that applications can propagate only checked capabilities, opens the door to tolerating one-sided error in capability-dirty tracking. In stark contrast to Cornucopia, Reloaded need not be informed of capability stores during revocation. In fact, Reloaded can operate on a view of capability tags potentially as stale as the start of the current revocation epoch, so long as its updates to memory remain properly atomic and sensitive to later stores. If we can efficiently achieve a global view of tags at revocation’s start (say, by writing tags back to memory), we may be able to significantly reduce cache coherency traffic associated with probing for the presence of capabilities in memory.

7.6 Revised PTECapability Load Control
The per-PTE-based control of capability loads and generations given in §4.1 is less than ideal. Because faults are triggered only in the case of generation bit mismatches, capability-clean pages that are permissive of capability stores are awkward: we must keep the generation bit up to date even though no capabilities can (yet) be loaded from this page. Failure to do so risks a load generation trap outside of revocation or, worse, a capability escaping the attention of the revoker. We are therefore faced with an unpleasant decision: either always keep such pages’ generations up to date on every revocation scan (unnecessarily taking the pmap lock) or completely disallow capability stores to clean pages
We have demonstrated a new approach to global CHERI workloads have had the luxury of a spare core onto which their generation bits do not need to be updated. Traps triggered by this PTE disposition can be quickly resolved by replacing the PTE with one that contains the current load generation (to be maintained until the page is clean).

7.7 Revocation’s Time Quantum and Priority
The investigation of gRPC’s multi-threaded workload (§5.3) highlights another source of tail latency: preemptive multitasking with the “background” revoker thread. The other workloads have had the luxury of a spare core onto which to delegate this work, but for this case, the revoker more obviously competed with the application for CPU time. At the moment, the background revoker thread is merely another pthread thread in the system; it is quite likely that tuning (down) the preemptive quantum for this thread and/or lowering its priority would improve tail latencies.

7.8 Thread Synchronization and Kernel Hoards
As mentioned in §4.4, our machinery for addressing pointers held ephemerally or hoarded by the kernel on behalf of a user program is crude. The necessity to wait for system calls to complete or abort and the need to interact with (the locks within) each hoarding subsystem create long tails of latency for revocation phases. In some cases, these tails span many orders of magnitude, which may pose a challenge to revocation’s use in even soft real-time systems. Two thrusts of engineering effort may be able to reduce these tails:

1. Allowing system calls that do not take pointers or whose pointer arguments are not revoked and are to flat data (without pointers); these can continue in parallel with revocation.
2. Rewriting hoarding subsystems to use a generic indirect layer, with all hoarded pointers stored on pages subject to revocation load traps. A variety of mechanisms are available to ensure that the copying and/or use of capabilities loaded from this layer are atomic with respect to revocation.

8 Conclusion
We have demonstrated a new approach to global CHERI capability revocation with better performance and lower latencies than the prior state of the art. This expands the set of workloads that can benefit from deterministic heap UAF mitigation built atop this mechanism. In particular, we have shown that Reloaded’s approach offers dramatically improved tail latencies for request-based workloads, as exemplified by pgbench, while also improving overheads experienced by batch workloads. We have outlined next steps, ranging from software engineering to novel architecture, to continue this work.
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10 Availability
We have incorporated a variant of Reloaded using the mr’s shim and a lightly modified jemalloc into the 23.11 release of CheriBSD. It is available at https://www.CheriBSD.org and can be used on shipping prototype Arm Morello hardware.
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